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Hey guys I wanted to show you a quick real trading proof
from a student of ours named Eddie SR. The guy is now
set on the path to potential long term trading success
after having purchased our STRIKER9 Pro system. We’re
extremely proud of him and feel like he could become a
‘player’
down the road – someone who can pull in ridiculous numbers
on a daily basis – one of those.
Yet, it didn’t start that way first. Eddie was missing
a couple key ingredients after he obtained the course
and had gone through it. Well, we worked with him, corrected
a couple of things (and even made some extra videos for this
course
to help more easily understand this powerful trading system.
Finally it clicked for Eddie. He sent us his daily results
just to
check with us. Finally Eddie made a breakthrough. And he
started
winning! Actually it was more like cleaning house! – with
STRIKER9
Pro.
Check out how Eddie blasts 10 Winners in a row – 10 wins and
Zero
losses for the day on Oct 6.

http://www.binaryoptionssystem.com/eddiesr-real.jpg
I wanted to tell you about Eddie and also give you a heads up.
Shortly we’ll be launching about 7 new binary options systems
designed specifically for index options,Forex options and gold
options.
After we launch those we’ll be forced to raise the price of
STRIKER9 pro up $1,000 more (there are still some left from
last offer).
So if you want to join the ridiculousness on a trading system
that
should not even exist, or at least be offered publically get
it
while you can!
This system is rock solid and you will able to verify the
results.
The information in the system is highly proprietary and has
many
other applications.
who

Therefore, I’m only looking for traders

are dead serious about trading well.
If you’re in trading for the rush of trading or are desparate
for mo*ney
I don’t want you buying this product, or any of our systems.
But if you are sick
and tired of putzing around with the markets and are willing
to do
whatever it takes to do it right so you could actually trade
for a
potentially very good living (there’s no better lifestyle
folks!)
then I will personally help you over a skype / team viewer
session
to MAKE SURE you’ve got this system down and can trade it
well.

Customer feedback: “…But I am even MORE grateful and THANKFUL
for the session
yesterday. Chris was really good at showing me exactly how to
work
the system. Now I know what I’m doing. ” DP in Cali
NEW RESULTS STRIKER9 PRO XF Integration with New Extender
Module:
SYSTEM NET PROFIT: $41,900.00
$2,095.00 Per Day $500 Per Trade
$419.00Per Day $100 Per Trade
$4,190.00Per Day $1,000 Per Trade
JULY RESULTS STRIKER9 PRO XF Integration with New Extender
Module:
SYSTEM NET PROFIT: $33,850.00On $500 Position Sizes Per Month
$67,700.00On $1,000 Position Sizes Per Month
$1,611.90Per Day $500 Per Trade
$322.38Per Day $100 Per Trade
$3,223.81Per Day $1,000 Per Trade
Monthly Average System Results: Was: $24,975 Now: $33,575 !
(new figures reflect new system tweaks)
Historical System Results Over More Instruments and Accounts:
Trade 2 Accounts on Just AAPL = Was: $49,950 ~ Now $67,150
Per month
Trade 3 Accounts on Just AAPL = Was:
Per month

~$74,925

Trading 2 Accounts with AAPL and GOOG = ~

~ Now $100,725

Was:

$99,900/mo

~ Now

$134,300

Trade 3 Accounts with AAPL and GOOG = ~
Was: $149,850/mo ~ Now $201,450
Hurry to get your copy:
http://binaryoptionstradingsystem-striker9.com/striker9-full-v
ersion/
Sincerely
Chris Kunnundro

